
Information for schools interested in keeping bees on site.  
 

Some schools consider incorporating Beekeeping into their syllabus and keeping hives in 
their grounds. Whilst this is a wholly laudable idea in theory, there are quite a few practical 
considerations to bear in mind. These are as follows:  
 
Location of hives:   

 They should be positioned where they will not be disturbed  

 They must be accessible to the beekeeper and a vehicle for hive transportation. 

 They should not be under a tree; dripping rain and falling twigs can disturb bees 

 They should not be in a damp place 

 They should not be near any place where humans or animals consume food 

 The bees need a water source to drink at but not where they will be a nuisance 

 The hives should not be near a public thoroughfare or bridal-path 

 The hives should be screened off to make the bees fly up/ over any fence or hedge 

 The bees need enough trees, flowers and  gardens to provide  nectar and pollen 
 

Registration of Hives with the National Bee Unit 
The apiary must be registered with DEFRA’s Bee-Base (http://www.nationalbeeunit.com/ ) 
so that any incidence of infectious disease can be monitored and tracked. The National Bee 
Unit keeps beekeepers informed of any risks in their area.  
 
Control of Infectious Disease  
A policy of control and contain is in place for specific conditions ( American Foul Brood, 
European Foul Brood). If either of these are suspected, any such suspicion must be reported 
by the school to the NBU - by law. The NBU will send a Bee Inspector to examine the hives. 
If American foul Brood or European Foul Brood is confirmed the apiary will be put on ‘stand-
still’ ( nothing can be brought in or out of it and no honey sold ) while the colony, or 
colonies,  is dealt with. If American Foul Brood is confirmed the hive and colony must be 
incinerated at the site and the ash buried there. European foul Brood is treated the same 
way but there may be an option to save the colony depending on the severity of the 
infection. This will also depend on the discretion of the official Bee Inspector. 
 
All chemical treatments – such as the treatment of the varroa mite - must be recorded so 
the details can be made available to the Veterinary Medicine Directorate if necessary.  
 
The beekeeping  year is roughly predictable but can vary with prevailing weather 
conditions. Therefore the beekeeper must be flexible about their timetable for work.  
 
SPRING   Jan – April  

 In a hard winter bees can run out of the honey and pollen they need to survive. The 
beekeeper must monitor the colony, checking the hive’s weight, to ensure it is well 
stocked. If the hive is light the bees will need to be fed a measured concentration of 
sugar solution.  This will be less of a worry if the bees are left sufficient honey in the 
Autumn. 

 Honeybees do not hibernate and they must be kept dry and safe during cold months.  

http://www.nationalbeeunit.com/


 The colony will start to increase in size as soon as the queen starts to lay again   

 The queen may not stop laying if the winter is mild so colony growth may be early.  

 The beekeeper must assess whether the bees have enough space in the hive. 

 Swarming can begin in March  

 Swarm collecting kit and people should be prepared  

 Spare hives and frames containing new ‘wax foundation’ must be made. 

 Disease monitoring and some treatment will be needed  

 General tidying and cleaning of the apiary and all beekeeping kit must be done 

 A colony may contain > 20,000 bees during the Winter- Spring season.    
 
SUMMER  May- October 

 These are the most active months of beekeeping  

 The “June Gap” ( ie: the lack of forage between spring flowering plants and summer 
flowers ) often means the beekeeper needs to feed the colonies to help them 
survive.  

  Swarming may happen and can continue into July. This often needs the beekeeper 
to climb trees ( or worse ) and collect the swarm into a box . 

 The swarm may need to be transported by vehicle – with due precautions 

 Swarming needs  a quick response to avoid losing the colony or allowing it to take up 
residence in somewhere unsuitable ( eg a chimney,  airbricks or a vehicle )  

 Special vigilance will be needed in a school situation 

 A swarm should only be disturbed and moved by a trained beekeeper 

 The timing of this operation is crucial to ensure  returning ‘scout’ bees are included. 

 A swarm from another apiary may carry diseases and should be put in a temporary 
quarantine location away from the school’s own bees until pronounced healthy. 

 Every swarm will need to be re- housed in a clean hive    

 Colonies may become agitated if attacked by pests or disease or their queen is lost. 

 More honey “supers” ( boxes) will be needed for each hive as the season progresses 

 The honey must be collected by carefully removing each super from the hive without 
disturbing the bees too much. ‘Clearing boards’ can help evacuate the bees from the 
super on the hive before it is removed. 24 hours are needed for this.  

 A full ‘super‘ box can weigh 12 kilos and will need to be carefully lifted off the hive.   

 If it is to be moved it must be double wrapped in bee-tight  bin bags.  

 A sealed ( bee-tight ) room is needed for extracting the honey from the comb.  

 An uncapping kit, a centrifugal extractor, filter and settling tank are needed.  

 Extracting honey is a Very Sticky Process  

 It may be possible to hire a local Apiary’s extraction facilities and take the super of 
honey there to extract.  

 The honey must be filtered and settled before it can be bottled in sterilised jars 

 Bottling must be done in a bee tight room  

 Labels must be designed and produced to meet legal standards  

 Wax needs to be separated  and cleaned.  

 A Solar Extractor can be made to melt old wax outside using the heat of the sun  

 Wax must be  strained and can be exchanged by some suppliers for new “ 
foundation” for the next season’s frames 

 Written records of all operations in the apiary must be routinely kept and filed 



 
WINTER  October – Jan  

 Beekeepers are encouraged to use these  months for study and preparing the site 
and equipment for the following year .  

 Periodic checks of hives and colonies  


